Note to Parents: Wowopolis is a small family-owned company that seeks to

instill a sense of “WOW” into the lives of children. As parents ourselves, we are
always looking for ways to engage our children with experiences that are fun,
different and meaningful. Puzzle Match provides creative fun by combining the
popular play patterns of matching games with those of puzzles.
Playing this game may help your child improve skills in certain areas of
development. These developmental skills may include Abstract
Thinking, Fine Motor Skills, Concentration and Memory,
Increased Attention Span, Recognition and Recall,
Problem Solving, Logic and Spatial Thinking.
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Contents:
30 Puzzle Match Pieces,
Instructions
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Enjoy The Pet Shop

Ages: 3+

with these simple instructions!
Two Player Game:
surface.
•
Lay out all 30 pieces face down on a
•
Decide who will go
•
The
player
over three of the puzzle
pieces. If the three pieces are three parts of one
complete picture then the player puts the pieces
together to form and keep the picture.
•
For example, if one piece is the left third of
the picture with the puppies, one piece is the
middle third of the picture of the puppies and
the last piece is the right third of the picture
of puppies, put together all three puzzle
pieces to form the full picture of the puppies.
•
If the three pieces are not three parts of the
same picture, then all three pieces must be put
back face down.
•
The next player then takes a turn.
•
Continue playing until all the pictures are formed.
•
The player with the most complete pictures wins
the game.

One Player Game:
surface.
•
Lay out all 30 pieces face down on a
•
Flip over three of the puzzle pieces. If the three
pieces are three parts of one complete picture
put the pieces together and keep the picture.
•
If the puzzle piece pictures do not go together,
put them back face down and choose another
three pieces until you
matching puzzle pieces
to form one picture.
•
Continue until all the pictures are formed.
Bonus Feature:
•
Once the 30 pieces have formed the 10 individual
pictures, the 10 pictures can be moved around to
form one big picture of The Pet Shop.

